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For years people have entrusted those with financial know-how 
to make some of their most important money decisions for them, simply 
wanting the best return. But many are now discovering that investment 
decisions are not simply neutral or non-political money management 
matters. The social impact of these decisions ranges from the local 
community to the other side of the globe. Increasingly, students, · 
community representatives, employees, church members, rank & filers 
are wanting more information. about and say in what happens to their 
money. 

And South Africa has been near the top of the list. So far, 
twenty major cities, six states, and an untold number of churhes, 
trade unions, foundations, credit co-ops and individuals have made the 
decision to divest from companies that do business in South Africa. 

Recently, the movement for divestment has picked up steam on 
university campuses. In response to a call for nationwide student 
action· for divestment, we held a rally here a Napa Valley College on 
April 24. That morning I obtained a copy of the Foundation's portfolio 
sununary of Harch 31. 

According to the Directory of American Firms Operating in Foreign 
Countries, those companies on the portfolio list with operations in 
South Africa include Union Carbide, Owens Corning Fiberglass, Dow, ITT, 
Chase Manhattan, American Horne Products, Tenneco, and possibly Texaco 
through its control of Caltex, totaling over $65,000 , more than a 
quarter of the portfolio. 

With this in mind, our proposal is as follows: 

l) That the Napa Valley College Foundation adopt a policy that 
it will no longer puchase stocks and securities of corporations 
that do business in South Afr-ica, until such time as there are 
clear and significant moves made in that country toward the 
abolition of the major apartheid laws and toward full franchise 
and political rights for all South Africans. 

2) That all current holdings in such companies be divested over 
a period of one year (unless it can be shown by the mone y manager 
that there would be a significant loss in the fund, in which 9ase 
there shoud be an additional year for that specific holding). 

If you feel adequately familiar with the South African situation, 
fee l free to skip over the next 8 pages. I . have added them because I 
thought it might be helpful to review the essential features of the 
apartheid system before discussing u.s. involement in that system and 
what I believe to be our responsibility in this regard. However, if 
you read nothing else, please look through the attached interview with 
Alan Boesak. 
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APARTHEID 

They will continue to work for us for generations, in spite of 
the ideal that we have to separate them completely ... the fact 
of the matter is this: we need them because they work for us ... 
But the fact that they work for us can never entitle them to 
claim political rights. Not now, nor in the future ... under no 
circumstances. 

~ former Prime Minister J. B. Vorster 

South Africa is . a nation of almost 30 million people, over 4 million 
of whom are white, over 3 million Indian or "Colored" (mixed race), and 
over 21 million African. More than simply exercised, racism and white 
supremacy are doctrinal and constitutionally enshrined. 

Over 70% of the population is theoretically cqnsigned to 13% of the 
land, dozens of scattered patches of arid, undeveloped, overcrowded, and 
resource poor areas that make up the ten "Bantustans" or 'ihomelands". 
The remaining 87%, containing virtually all the mines, industries, farmland, 
cities, roads and ports, is reserved by law for the exclusive ownership of 
whites (it also contains "group areas" for Indians and Coloreds). 

Conditions in the Bantustans are appalling when one considers the 
wealth of this nation. Running water and electricity are almost non-existent. 
Incidences of kwashiorkor, scurvy, pellagra, tuberculosis, cholera and other 
diseases associated with malnutrition are very high. One quarter of the 
infants die before their first birthday, many others before their fifth. 

But the fact is, of course, that over half of the blacks live outside 
the Bantustans, most as "transient labor units" working in white-owned 
agriculture, mining and manufacturing, and as service and domestic workers 
(many white households hire black domestic servants, usually for under 
$100 per month, often for under $50 for fulltime work). 

All non-whites over age 16 must carry a passbook, which contains your 
photo, fingerprints, work record, tax and family status. It de~ermines 
where you can work, where you can live, where you can be. Failure to carry 
the book, abide by its restictions, or have it in proper order results in 
arrest. Each day several hundred people are arrested for pass law violations. 
According to the South African Institute of Race Relations, over 6 million 
people were tried for such offenses between 1967 and 1980, having committed 
"crimes" which onlv non-whites can commit. 

Muv~:ttii:IIL ot' Africans is closely controlkJ by Lh~: South Airi..:an 
go,· c:rntli~lll. Labur bureaus, s~: l up in tht: ltottldamb by the Native Laws 
Am..:nJme11t Act uf I ~5'2, amlth~: mine: rc:..:ruilltl<.:ltt ufficcs Ji..:lalc who may 
go where. They arc Lilt: basic tOOls of effective tc:~ulaLion or migralll and 
cuttLracL bbur. Jobs are oft'crcu through those offices; work - ~cckcrs rcgist~:r 

lh..:r..: amJ ntust r..:cc:ivc IJ<.:rmission lu kavc the: homeland, even to look for 
work. T his res ul ts in a tigh tly rq~ubtcd surply or labor. Tlwse who have 
s..:curc:J jubs ar..: Cu11frunt<.:d by the reserves uf uncnaploycd in the 
ltotndanus. If they Ju not "behave," they C;.\11 be ''enuor~cd out," that is, 
s.:111 b~~<..:k LO Lilt: !llllildanus 
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Through this network of computer-run labor bureas, blacks are forcibly 
channeled into the least desired, most unsafe, poorest paid jobs. Though 
they are almost 3/4 of the labor force, they receive less than 30% of the 
total wages. · In cases where white and black workers do the same job, the 
whites receive wages often several times that of their black counterparts. 
On average, three people die and many more are injured in the mines every 
day. 

Again, from AFSC: 

In the "prescribed areas," Africans live in townshirs or "locations ," 
scrar atcd from rhr white cirics where rh cy w0rk . Thc~ c cr owded arras arc 
homes for both temporarily single workers and tho .~c famil ies whn qualify 
under Section 10 (a) anJ (b). Soweto , outside Johannesburg, is one of the 
besr known of tho!>c rownshirs. Government estimatl'S place the population 
at 1.2 million, but unol'l'icially figures of 1.5 to 2 million arc given . Most 
hou ses are standarcli7.cd with two, three or four rooms and built by the 
):!OVCflllllCJll. A four-room house may he occuricd hy ;111 extended ramily or 
fifrccn or sixll'Cn J1l'I'S(HIS. One-hall' hour f'ro111 the l!litre ring skyscrapn~ aml 
swimming PlWis of .luhannesburg lies the towmhip of Sowcto, whkh in 
1979 was the subject of a survey cited by the authors of So11th tl/rim: Time 
Running Out. This survey indicated there were inside baths in 5.8°/o of the 
houses, inside toilets in 12.80Jo, running water (cold) in 21 °/n. A white social 
worker who is well acquainted with Sowcto regarded these fi~ures with 
.~kerticism and urged they he considered as optimistic maximum"> . Streets 
arc generally unpaved. In winter lhe red dust and acrid coal stnokc ~ling the 
eyes and irritate the lungs. In windy weather there is also dusr rrom the 
closely adjacent mine clumps. 

The infant mortality rate among urban blacks is six times that of 
whites. Health care for blacks is vastly inferior to that available to 
whites. Per capita allocation of government funds for education of white 
students is ten times that spent for blacks in the "Bantu Education" system. 
For blacks, school is neither compulsory nor free, as it is for whites. 
90% do not complete high school. 

According to the South African government's own statis tics, a clear 
majority of urban black households live below the "Poverty Datum Line", 
the "Household Subsistence Level" and other such lines set. by various 
agencies and universities (one of the ironies of apartheid is that t hese 
lines are often set lower for non-whites -- as if a black person needs 
less food to survive!). 

While workers are labeled "transient labor units", wives, children 
and older people are regarded as "superfluous appendages", and often are 
not able to obtain permission to stay in the urban areas and are shipped 
off to the Bantustans. Many workers are thus compelled to live in all-male 
hostels near the workplace totally separated from their families for ll 
months out of the year (typical length of a "migrant labor" contract). 

Some families ignore the pass laws and illegally join husbands in 
townships ~nd squatter camps. The government attempts to combat this 
because the establishment of permanent black urban working class families 

. and conununities that feel no ties to the "homelands" is percieved as a 
great threat to the policy of "separate development". Thus, the forced 
separation of f amilies is an integral part of the apartheid system. 
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Beyond the basic denial of the right to vote, the freedoms of speech, 
press and assembly are denied not only to the black majority , but to 
whites who oppose apartheid as well. Those who protest are subject to 
detention, torture, imprisonment, and death. According to Amnesty Inter
national, "All evidence indicates that torture is extensively inflicted 
on political detainees, and that government sanctions its use". 

A uniquely South African form of politcal repression is the "banning 
order", to which there is no legal recourse. Abanned person is usually 
restricted in movement (often ·to a small radius around his residence) , 
forbidden to publish or ev~n be quoted, prohibited from meeting with more 
than with one or two persons at a time, including family members. Although 
this is primarily used against black political leaders, many whites have 
been banned also. 

The existence of over one hundred laws regulating what the press may 
or may not print produces inevitable self cencorship. Nevertheless, 
newspapers have been shut down and journalists detained, banned or exiled. 

· Thousands of books and other publications have been banned, making their 
possession a crime. Hear Donald Woods, former editor of the South African 
newspaper, the East. T.ondnn _ Dailv Dispatch: · . 

As to freedom o{ the press, can the government explam 
how, if the press is free in South Africa, I came LObe banned 
without trial, accusation or explanation, or how Percy 
Qoi>O:t:l came Lo be detained and how his newspaper, The 
l-1-'ur/cl, came to be cJo,cll du\\'ll o,·e;:rui!;ht without any rea
sons being given? The truth is tll:.tt press criticism of the 
government in South Africa is only allowed if it is ineffec-

. tive-:md the same goes for political opposition. 
One of the more publicized aspects of apartheid has been the policy 

of forced removals to fulfill the goal of "separate development". So far, 
over 4 million Africans, Indians and Coloreds have been relocated to less 
desirable locations (usually the Bantustans), their homes and communities 
bulldozed. Since the 1950 Group Areas Act, over 100,000 Indian and Colored 
families have undergone relocation. A.well-known case is that of "District 
Six" of Cape Town, which has been occupied by Coloreds since 1834, but was 
proclaimed a white area in 1966. 

But more than half of those slated for removal are actually descendents 
of Africans who purchased the land prior to the 1913 Land Act which made 
such sales illegal. These residents of "black Spots" are being arbitrarily 
stripped of their ownership and sent to "homelands" where many have never 
so much as set foot. A .similar fate is befalling many who have lived for 
decades as rural labor tenants or in squatter camps skirting urban areas. 

It should be clear that the Bantustans are quite functional for the 
apartheid economy. These poor islands in the wealthiest nation on the 
continent serve as a dumping ground for the unwanted, a method of population 
control through malnutrition and disease, a way of defusing black protest, 
a means of dividing blacks along tribal lines, but above all as a reservoir 
of cheap labor. 

Needless to say, we should not be under any illusion that the struggle 
in South Africa is simply a matter of civil rights. Fundamentally, this 
intricate structure of laws and procedures is designed to deliver a steady 
supply of cheap black labor -- the backbone of South Africa's industrial 
economy, the basis of the white population's high material standard of living. 
This is the key to the pass laws, the homelands policy, influx control, and 
the repression of black political aspirations. Thus, the word which most 
closely approximates the essence of the apartheid system is not racism or 
segregation, but slavery. 
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AMANDLA NGAWETHU! 
(power is ours! ) 

We shall not win our freedom except at the cost of great 
suffering, and we must be prepared to accept it. 

- Albert Luthuli, late leader of th.e 
African National Congress (ANC) 

The history of nonviolent resistance to white domination in South 
Africa is long. The anti-pass campaign among South African Indians, led 
by a young Mahatma Gandhi, had, of course, an important influence on 
black leaders. 

Throughout the first half of this century, blacks carried out 
strikes, pass-burnings, demonstrations, petitions, bus and student boycotts 
to achieve demands of equality and political power, but to no av~il. 
The ANC has played a central role since its founding in 1912. 

The rapid institutionalization of apartheid in the early SO's 
through the passage of a series of laws (such as the Group Areas Act, 
the Bantu Education Act, the Population Registration Act etc.) was met 
with an escalation of active resistance throughout the decade led by 
the ANC. 

1960, a year of massive protest against the pass laws, was to be a 
major turning point in South African history. On March 21, in . the town 
of Sharpeville, police opened fire on a peaceful demonstration killing 
69 and injuring three times that. number, most shot in the back as they 
fled. There had been killings before, but not quite on that scale or 
or in that fashion. 

Not long afterward, virtually the entire black political and union 
leadership was banned, imprisoned, or exiled, their organizations 
destroyed or driven underground. Nelson Mandela, Luthuli's successor 
as head of the ANC and unquestionably the most popular political leader 
in South Africa to this day, has been in prison for over two decades. 

Again, hear Albert Luthuli, who, in 1960, recieved the Nobel Peace 
Prize: 

Who will deny that 30 years of my life have been spent 
knocking in vain, patiently, moderately, and modestly 
at a closed and barred door? What have been the fruit's 
of moderation? The past 30 years have seen the great
est number of laws restricting our rights and progress, 
until today we have almost no ri~hts at all. 

In 1977, following the Soweto uprising of '76, a similar fate befell 
the "Black Consiousness" movement with the banning of 17 organizations and 
the death of Steven Biko in police custody. Biko, who founded the South 
African Student's Organization in 1969 and later the Black People's 
Convention, focused on the "psychological shackles" of the Bantu Education 
system and the need to affirm a sense of dignity and self-worth among black 
people before they could overcome their political and economic powerlessness. 

When students in this movement were killed in a peaceful protest in 
Soweto in 1976, it sparked massive demonstrations which, in turn, were 
fired upon. Altogether, at least 700 were killed and 5,000 injured. 
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'l'here was much activity in 1980, such as the summer "disturbances" 
in which more people died, but it was particularly notable because of the 
rise of widespread strikes and the level of coordination between students 
and workers. Until 1979, all non-white union activity was basically 
forbidden. According to Dr. Pearl Marsh, a black American who has traveled 
among black South Africans studying the labor movement, "Trade unions have 
been legalized because the government had no choice. They were a reality 
and legalizing them was an .attempt to control them." 

Since that time, the black trade union movement has been growing 
rapidly, and is moving into political center stage, even though they are 
legally excluded from such activities. After the military conducted a 
"sweep" through several townships last October, arresting hundreds, South 
Africa's industrial heartland was paralyzed by an extraordinary two-day 
general stri~e in protest. This reflects the growing importance and boldness 
of the labor movement and the level of popular anger and determination. 

In June of 1980, the ANC bombed an important coal-to-oil conversion 
plant, doing over 7 million dollars damage. The plant, run by the government 
owned SASOL corporation, is a cornerstone of apartheid self sufficiency, and 
was built by the California-based Fluor Corporation. Acts of sabotage 
have increased since then, averaging one per week last year. 

But the most important recent development has been the rise of the 
United Democratic Front (UDF), a coalition of more than 600 organizations 
representing churches, unions, women, students, and civic groups from all 
three non-white communities, formed in response to the new constitution 
announced in 1983. 

The constituion formed two new houses of parliament, one for Coloreds 
and one for Indians, which are basically nominal and powerless. In any 
case, the African majority is totally excluded. But rather than take the 
wind out of the resistance through "divide and conquer", this "reform" 
unified the opposition and provided a focus for anti-apartheid activity. 
Ultimately, over 80% of both Indians and Coloreds answered the UDF's call 
and boycotted the election, a resounding rejection of cosmetic reforms and 
an important expression of unity among the non-white groups. 

As the new constitution was implemented and as the government cracked 
down on the boycott leaders (most of the UDF leadership is now in detention 
awaiting trial for treason) , union actions and mass demonstrations multiplied. 
Though economic and community issues, such as rent and busfare increases, 
wages, inferior education and forced relocations often spark them, the 
protests quickly assume an intensely political character ( the widespread 
use of ANC songs and slogans and the open bearing of ANC colors is partic
ularly alarming to the regime). 

The government has responded ·with force. The official figure for 
last year was 160 dead, and this year at least 200, almost all the result 
of police violence. Some leaders have died from beatings while in police 
custody, as happened to Steven Biko. 

But these heavy handed measures are meeting with a certain amount of 
dissent among whites, and there is serious tension between different long 
term strategies. Some prominent businessmen have even suggested negotiations 
with the ANC. The White regime is faced with encroaching world opinion 
and rising black resistance. If the repression is too intense, they risk 
foreign economic pressure. But if the black organized resistance is allmved 
to continue and grow, they may totally lose the initiative. Additionally, 
with military ventures into neighboring states, an ongoing guerrilla war 
in Namibia, and more battles at home, military spending represents a growing 
financial burden. 
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Various reforms and "face-lifts" have been implemented, primarily 
aimed at the foriegn audience. "Petty" apartheid, the segregation of 
public facilities, marriage and sex laws have been reduced, and limited 
residence r~ghts have been extended to some urban Coloreds and Indians. 

Some measures, particularly the encouragement of some black owned 
businesses and professions, seems directed toward the creation of a 
black "middle class" that would perceive its interests as tied to the 
white minority. This is now being pushed by some businessmen as a . 
serious skilled labor shortage becomes more apparent. 

Whether this development, in the absence of real political power 
for the black majority, would be positive or not depends on your perspective. 
From Dr Connie Mulder, a South African government official: "It seems 
logical that the development of a responsible middleclass black community 
will be encouraged by such moves, In turn, this should lead to a more 
stable and contented black community." And from Gwendolen M. Carter, noted 
American scholar of South African politics: "What have been greeted 
enthusiastically in the foreign press as genuine changes have not. come 
without -calculations about their ultimate advantages for still stronger 
white control of a more prosperous country." 

Blacks, for their part, cannot now be satisfied with token cosmetic 
concessions. These reforms may soften South Africa's image abroad, but 
they do not affect the vast majority's basic conditions of life or their 
political powerlessness. 

Black trade unions and the UDF cannot parade around as organizations 
dedicated to bring down the government, but neither can they separate 
their immediate economic and political struggles from the basic goal of 
an end to apartheid. Their demand of the "right to seek! work freely" is 
an undisguised demand for an end to the pass laws and influx control system. 
When they resist forced removals and reject the "independence" and "sell out" 
leadership of the Bantustans, they are directly fighting the homelands and 
group areas policies - the policy of "separate development" itself. When 
they organize to reject such "concessions" as the new constitution, it is 
understood that. th~ir b~sic aim is full poli!ical equality. 

UDF spokesman Patrick Lekota, shortly before his recent arrest: "Changes 
in sex laws do not touch the heart of the matter. 'l'he immediate concern is 
whether I will have a place to live, to work, to educate my children. Those 
laws which deny 80% of the land to over 70% of the people must be changed." 

They have made it clear that, from their perspective, it is not a 
system that can be modified or reformed into acceptability. In the words 
Bishop Desmond Tutu, recipient of the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize, "We do not 
want our chains made more comfortable; we want them removed." 
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U.S. POLICY 

It's a disaster. Constructive engagement is a vote of confidence 
in the South African government. Constructive engagement is a way 
of providing more room, more space, more time for the government. 
What are they doing? They are perfecting their policies. 

-Allan Boesak, president of the World 
Alliance of Reformed Churches, vice 
president of the South African Council 
of Churches, and sponsor of the UDF. 

Officially, our government has gone on record as deploring apartheid. 
But are these words backed by actual policy? The United States is South 
Africa's main trading partner, currently its main source of investments 
and loans, and is the top overseas market for Krugerrands, generating 
hard currency for the apartheid regime. 

Additionally, there is considerable evidence of U.S. participation 
in the breakdown of the arms embargo against South Africa. The following 
is the testimony of Sean Gervassi, a U.N. economist, before a House of 
Representative~ subcommittee in July, 1977: 

F -I 0-IC 
Ther l' is 1\\l qu~·~tiun tk1t Sotilh 

.\frica has achit:\·ed ll\·erwhelming 
militarY po\H'r south 11f the: S;J1;1ra 
v,·en \\'hile it continues to bck the 
capacit,· to produl·t• ~ophistic;Ltt·cl 
IJWdenJ .trillS economicalh- . Thus ;ts 
Sot;th .. ~Jric..1 prepares fo r \\:Jr it knows 
that it has a trentl'IHluu~ aJ,·antagt' 
o\·er its we <ike r am! puo rt'r 11 .:igh
hors-;uo Jd, an tage achie\·eJ large!~· 
hecau~l· \\'L'stern L·ountriL·' h;t\ 'l· he-ell 

willin~ to , ·iobte the MIJh t· mlurc:o 
and s~ll it airLT;J't, tanks anJ otht-r 111ili-
tarv e-quipment. 

.\lt},(,t~0; the l ' S declart·d its inten
tion to ;tdht: rl-' s trit:th· to the l' .\ em
har<•o fru111 the \'ef'\; hel!inning, and 
ha~·""l·un'iistentlv muinLul.lecl th:1t it i~ 

doing ,o, it i~ 110\\' dL·ar that ;t grl'at 
de;J of L'S military eq uipment has 
I(HJild its \\ ';t\' into the Suuth :\frican 
DclettSL' F~ce~·. -~1:0·<;~-- it~ r;ls ah;lut 
\\'hid1 we know at this time inducle tht· 
lllll()\\'i ltg: 

- \ 1-J .-\ 1 armored per~onnel car-

jl'ls 
- \orth :\merican F-.'5lD co;tnkr

illsttr~elll'\' ;urcr;J't 
- .-\gustt-l:h: ll :20.'5.-\ [ roq uuis hl'li

cupters 
- LtK-khec:J Hercules C-lJUB 

t r:u ~sport ai rLT;J't 

rit'r s L1S l'IHlJilratiolls do 11ot. ~o l~tr ~~s is 
- T-1-; El Sta~hound armored c;trs known. ~ell Jirectly to the· ;l[)Mtheid 

\t--:-; P;tltoit Jn.tin h.tttle t;utks reginte. The p referred channt'l lor 
\1--ll \\ ' ;tlker Bulldo~ lil!ht Links ~etti11g L'S arms to Suuth .\fr.ica ;tt 
\1-11.3.\1 ;tnnured . l;t:r..;unnel present ap[.Jears to be licensed produL·-
c; trri< . .'rS tion-an ;,iff<Utgement l.Jv which US 

- Cunttllalldo \'-1.50 pt:r~otu\ ~·ll· ;.ir- corpo ra tions .tgree to let a fort"ign 
riers ntaJlllbcturer produce an American 

- \1--; l0.'5n\il1 st·lf-pmpt·lkd gttns we;tpon under liL·ense. The: foreign 
- .\l-!0~ l.S.Stlllll self-propelled 111anubcturer then ~hips the item .in 

guns question to South .\friL·;t. 
Neither the Carter nor the Reagan administrations have done much 

about this pattern . The "hippo" troop carriers that we have seen recently 
in ' newsphotos and TV coverage of township confrontations, are made in 
South Africa by General Motors. 

In fact, the current administration has cut back restrictions on 
trade with the South African military and police, licensing the sale of 
over $30 million of military related equipment and nuclear technology 
since 1 980 . It has also provided training to South Africa's Coast Guard 
for "humanitarian" reasons. The commerce Dept. has even approved the 
export of shock batons("cattle prods") for use as ·~crime control" 
equipment. 
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The history of U.S. involvement in South Africa's nuclear industry 
goes back to the post-war arms race when the U.S. and Britain underwrote 
the development of its uranium mining and processing industry. A 1957 
U.S./South Africa nuclear cooperation treaty gave them access to a 
broad range of sensitive information, materials, and technical aid. 
In 1976, the president of the South African Atomic Energy Board said, 
"We ascribe our degree of advancement today, in large measure, to the 
training and assistance so willingly provided by the USA during the · 
early years of our nuclear program". In 1977, two years before South 
Africa apparently tested a nuclear bomb, the U.S. vetoed a resolution 
in the U.N. to stop all nuclear cooperation with that country. 

Our general record in the U.N. has been similar. We have consis
tently stood alone in defending South Africa's military adventures and 
stopping comprehensive sanctions. Just last October, a Security Council 
resolution condemning apartheid was passed unanimously with the only 
abstention coming from the U.S. 

Additionally, in 1983, the U.S. used its control of the IMF to 
extend a critical $1.1 billion loan to South Africa, as it has done in 
the past through the Export-Import Bank. 

But perhaps most shameful of all is the all-too-cozy relationship 
between the American and South African intelligence networks, an arrangement 
which produces for the South African government intelligence data on other 
African states as well as other assistance. 

The inescapable conclusion is that our nation gives important and 
substantial support to Pretoria. However, as we shall see, U.S. 
involvement in apartheid has an even larger presence through much more 
significant relations deeper in South Africa's economy. 
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CORPORATE INVESTMENTS 

Each trade agreement, each bank loan, each new investment is 
another brick in the wall of our continued existence. 

- former Prime Minister J. B. Vorste r 

U.S. corporations currently have about $6.5 billion invested in 
South Af rica, $2.5 billion, in direct investments and $4 billion in the 
form of bank loans . We have recently replaced Britain as the major 
foreign investor in South Africa. 

From the beginning, South Africa's natural wealth has attracted 
foreign investment. Its development into a highly industrialized and 
well armed society ha·s, in fact, depended to a large extent on the 
steady infusio~of western capital. American corporations have been 
involved heavily and increasingly for the last thirty years. 

But much more important than their dollar value has been the 
concentration of U.S. investments in critical, strategic sectors of 
the South African economy. U.S. firms absolutely dominate the computer 
industry, own a quarter of the mining, almost a third of the automotive 
industry, one half of petroleum refining and sales, and have played 
important roles in contributing up-to-date technology in -the chemical, 
electrical, nuclear, and heavy engineering sectors. Through the supp~y 
of capital, technical expertise and sophisticated equipment, U.S. firms 
have been more than essential to the growth and strengthening of the 
apartheid economy. 
aa a According to a Senate Foreign Affairs Committee report in 1978, 
"The net effect of American investment has been to strengthen the 
economic and military self-sufficiency of South Africa's apartheid regime". 

As Herman Nickel, editor of Fortune has said, "It is true that in 
some sectors the American role is critical, probably the most important 
being computer technology." IBM computers, which alone account for half the · 
market, are used in virtually every sector of the South African economy. 
Even military communications in illegally occupied Namibia are run with 
Ia~ computers. The police and prisons, influx control and pass law 
systems, the armaments industry, the Atomic Energy Board, the Stock 
Exchange all depend on U.S. computers. South Africa would have great diff
iculty supporting the large expenditures necessary to build its mm computer 
industry; toL this crucial technology it is completely dependent on the U.S. 

Newmont Mining, Phelps Dodge, Kennicott, U.S. Steel and others all 
have major investments in the mining industry in South Africa. Union 
Carbide owns 20% of the chrome industry. It also has participated with 
U.S. companies such as Babcock & Wilcox ~nd Allis Chalmers in the design 
and construction of nuclear reactors there. And, along with U.S. Steel 
and other mining companies, UnionCarbide has violated e xplicit UN s anctions 
by participating in the "uranium rush" in Namibia. 

GM, Ford and Chrysler control about a third of t he automotive market, 
again with a large portion going to the military and police, includ ing 
armored troop carriers. The tractors that bulldoze black communities 
during removals are often made by Caterpillar. GM has been designated 
a "National Keypoint Industry", which r equires it . to cooperate with the 
security forces in the event of a "national emegency o r civil unrest", 
with possible conversion to war production. 
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While these companies provide the military and police with motor 
vehicles, Firestone and Goodyear sell them tires, and Caltex and Mobile 
supply them with oil. In the words of Elizabeth Schmidt, author of 
Oucodin<J Corpordte Cdmouflag8 r U.S. Gusiness Support for Apartheid, 
"U.S. companies literally grease the wheels of the apartheid machine." 

U.S. companies' most important role in the petroleum industry has 
been the expansion of South Africa's refining capacity, an important 
element in its goal of strategic self-sufficiency. Fluor corporation 
is under contract with the government building a coal-to-oil conversion 
plant that is important for the same reason. 

The regime's dependence on foreign investment in high-tech and 
communications sectors is most marked by its expanding need for 
sophisticated Electronic equipment and scientific instrumentation. ITT 
has played a major role in fulfilling this need. 

Inspite of its valuable mineral exports and cheap labor, South 
Africa has had significant balance of trade deficits · (partly because of 
massive military expenditures), and has depended on loans from foreign 
banks. Over on third of this credit demand is met by the U.S., a large 
portion to the South African government. 

And historically the timing of this financial support has been 
important. Following both the Sharpeville Massacre and the Soweto Uprising, 
foreign investors were discouraged by political instabili~y. The 
mobilization of large loan packages by U.S. banks were critical in 
restoring investor confidence in the apartheid economy, Chase Manhattan 
played a key role in that process and remains as one of the largest 
financial backers of South Africa. 

All in all, U.S. corporations' critical involvement has helped to 
build a modern economy which owes its survival, competitiveness, and 
profitability to cheap black labor. They have maintained relationships 
with government agencies directly involved in the security apparatus and 
the operation of the apartheid system. Their products, services, training, 
and financing have p l.J.yed an important· role in keeping the apart heid 
economy and the repressive machinery of the state running smooth ly. 

Additionally , this involvement has undeniably created a U.S. stake 
in the status q uo, a sharp d ilemma for U.S. foreign policy. One doesn't 
need great powers of prediction to conclude that this may prove to be 
very costly. 
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DIVESTNENT 

The ending of foreign investment in South Africa ... is of such 
importance that there can be no compromise whatsoever about it 
from our point of view. Foreign investment is a pillar of the 
whole system which maintains the virtual slavery of the Black 
workers in South Africa. 

- John Gaetsewe, General Secretary of 
the banned South African Congress 
Trade Unions 

Though a series of U.N. resolutions have made it a matter of inter
national consensus, years of lobbying and petitioning western governments 
has met with little success (there are exceptions, such as Finland, Sweden 
and Japan which have stopped bank loans). In the 70's, in the absense of 
government action, the anti-apartheid movement adopted a strategy of 
divesting from the banks and corporations themselves to pressure them to 
divest from South Africa. 

As Business Week recently put it, they're "feeling the heat", and 
have mounted an energetic PR campaign to deflect public pressure. The 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce in South Africa, for example, along with a group 
of major South African companies, placed a 10-page supplement in last 
October's Fortune to counter the "gathering momentum" for divestment. 

fu1d the South African government has spent many millions in its own 
lobbying and PR campaign, placing large ads in major U.S. newspapers 
touting "the changing face of South Africa". They have hired (quite 
expensively) Reagan's former campaign manager John Sears, key Republican 
strategist Stuart Spencer, and a Washington-based law firm to lobby on 
their behalf. They have even deluged public schools with free "educational" 
materials. 

These corporations' basic argument is that they can do more good by 
staying in South Africa, and that pulling out would only hurt the blacks 
that they employ. A key element in this effort to justify their continued 
ties with apartheid is a code known as the Sullivan Principles, a set of 
guidelines for "responsible" corporate behaviour named after their founder, 
a black minister and GM director. They call for desegregation of the 
workplace, equal employment, training opportunities, and programs to raise 
the standard of living of their black employees and their families. 

These principles are constantly cited as tangible evidence that U.S. 
corporations are part of the solution, not the problem. Institutions 
which have been called upon to divest have been using the principles to 
discriminate between various companies, with the signing of them taken as 
indication of sufficiently good intentions as to eliminate the need to 
divest. 128 of the 350 U.S. subsidiaries have subscribed to the principles, 
with many gl9win~ly reporting progress according to the guidelines. 

How does the divestment movement respond to this? To begin with, 
attempting to bring enlightened labor relations has absolutely nothing to 
do with two of the most important roles of U.S. firms: the sale of 
technical equipment and the granting of loans. In fact, Sullivan signatories 
are generally highly capital inensive, employing a disproportionate number 
of skilled (whi ·te) workers. And according to Sullivan's own report, they 
continue to spend more on training whites than blacks. 
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In any case, though estimates vary, U.S. corporations employ at 
most just over l% of the black work force. Therefore, such progress 
that occurs in terms of employment practices affects only a small 
fraction of the black population. Clearly, this is absolutely dwarfed 
by the role they play in enabling the apartheid system to survive and 
entrench itself. As Hnrvard educa ted anti-apnrtheid lender Randnll 
Robinson put it, "who they try in' to fool?" 

Considering the fact that black unemployment and underemployment . 
stands at somewhere around 20%, the job loss resulting from divestment 
would be less than substantial. (In past instances when U.S. corporations 
participated in mechanizing certain industries, throwing many blacks out 
of work, no tears were shed. Now, all of a sudden, comes a flood of 
humanitarian concern.) 

There is probably some additional employment created in industries 
that supply foreign operations there. But these corporations are wary 
of raising this point because, instead of helping their argument, it 
exposes that they are, infact, at least indirectly profiting from cheap 
black labor - labor which the Sullivan Principles could never hope to, 
and does not propose to, reach. 

Business Week has quoted Tamsanqua Tambule, an influential black 
educator in Johannesburg, who dropped his role in monitoring _the code's 
implementation, charging that "these employment principles are a real 
farce · ... among blacks the principles are barely known to exist because 
their role is negligible." 

Obviously, after eight years, the the principles have been left 
way behind by the black's own efforts through labor organization in 
terms of dealing with the population's immediate economic suffering . 
And the principles simply cannot deal with the structural source of 
discrimination - apartheid itself. They make no demand for change in 
the fundamental apartheid laws, no demand for black political rights . 

Again from Bishop Tutu: "Our position over the codes is that they 
represent too little, too late - they would have been relevant if they 
had come thirty or forty years ago. Basically, our. opposition to them 
is that they are concerned for amelioration, for improvement, as I have 
tried to describe it; shifting the furniture around a little bit, but 
leaving the room basically the same." 

And from Elizabeth Schmidt: "The principles address corporate 
employment practices as if they occur in a vacuum, as if the bottom line 
is the desegregation of toilets and recreation areas, rather than u.s. 
corporate support of apartheid structures. The Sixth Report (on the 
signatory companies) ultimately exposes the Sullivan Principles for what 
they are: absolutely irrelevant to the struggle for freedom and justice 
in Sout.h Africa." 

Quite simply, we are not so concerned with the degree to which these 
companies are or are not directly taking anvantage of cheap South African 
labor as we are with whether their presence there is reinforcing the strength 
and survivahility of the white-dominated system as a who l e . 

To my knowledge, these corporations have presented no significant 
arguments addressing this central question. They totally skirt the 
essential issue. The Sullivan Priciples are at best outmoded and irrelevant, 
at worst intentional camouflage for corporations that don't want to give 
up the high rate of profit tney accrue there. 
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Really, the fact that the principles (~1hich arose as a direct. reaction 
to the divestment movement) were even necessary in the first place, and 
that it has required great effort over the last eight years to implement 
them is disgraceful from the very beginning. And, as it turns out, even 

'r~-fc .,.,...,..s -
the highly toutedAhave been larger in rhetoric than reality. In 1982, only 
three quarters of the signatories filed the required annual report, and 
among those, over one third recieved the lowest possible rating. 

From South Africa, The UC Connection, by the UC Divestment Coalition: 

Ninety-five percent of the compilnic~ th;11 sif!ncd the Stilliv;,n 
principles p;,y their hl;,ck workers bs th;,n the "minimum efreetivc 
level" recommended hy the U.S. Stille f1crt. Only one or two percent of 
their s;ll;tricd workers arc hlilck; 99% of workers in the tnr _i0h 
catcgori~s arc white. These firms spend twentY times more f0r lrilining 
programs for whites th;,n for hlacks. In most nf these cnmpanics nnt;, 
sin!!lc white worker is surerviserl hy an t\frion . lJntill979. when the 
South t\fric<1n government agreed t0 rccogni7C s0me hbck trade 
uniom. only two ' t\mcric<1n comr;,nics-f-'nrrl ;,nd Kcllogg- - h;,d 
already done so. Since then !\meric:1n companies h:lVc rl0ne little to 
change the fact that white tr::1de unions cnnlinue to dominate the 

workplace and bar hlack worker~ from skilled position~; nor have they 
challenged the govcrnrm:nt to relax the uppn:ssivc legal constraints 
currently imposed upon black traJc union activity. 

What of black opinion on the matter of divestment? Aside from citing 
certain "town councilors", bantustan leaders and officials, and other blacks 
who are totally dependent on the white minority government for their positions, 
corporations have largely avoi.ded this issue. Far from representing any 
popular black opinion, they are increasingly the focus of black ire. 

The State Department has taken to citing a recent survey of black 
workers which purportedly shows that three quarters of them are infavor 
of foreign investment. As it turns out, it was conducted by a white South 
African known to have ties with the government - it is illegal to advocate 
divestment in South Africa. 

The fact of the matter is that, for decades, virtually every non-white 
political organization has spoken out, to the extent they felt they could 
given the law, for foreign economic pressure. Again from Donald Woods: 

1\lhcrt Luthuli. Ncl~on 1'-Ll!Hlrlil. Rohcrt Sohu\.:.\\'c, 
Sieve Bikn-;,11 hil,·e been unrfjui vor:-~ 1 on thi .~ point. Thry 
have comistcnlly mili111:1ined th;1t hl:1rk ~ou1h ,\frir:lm 
:1re no ~lr:lll,t';Crs lo worse .~urrr.rin~~ 1h:1n fringe 11nr111Jlloy. 
ment, ;111d wntdd prder thi .~ lo ~ con1in11 :11ion of the ern
nomic linb tl1:1t hrlp to maint:~in the .~y~trm 1h:1t opj> IT~ ~r~ 

them . Tho~c ,lri\'0\:Jiing prr~rr\':llinn nf tho>e linb :nc ri
thcr N.11inn:lliH minislr.r~. while ind11 .~rri:~li~l~ or B:~nlll'>l :ln 
lca<lrn. 

The ANC: "No organization, save those that acceP,t apartheid and work 
within the system, has supported continued foreign investment in the 
apartheid economy." 

FOSATU, the largest federation of black trade unions, declared in its 
1984 International Policy Statement: "It is FOSATU's considered view that 
the pressure for disinvestment has had a positive effect and should 
therefore not be lessened." 
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In 1982, the workers at Ford's Port Elizabeth plant, when asked 
what they thought about the Sullivan Principles, rejected them as a 
"toothless package" that "circles around apartheid's basic structures ... · 
to modernize and ensure its perpetuation." 

Again from Dr. Pearl Marsh:"! didn't meet anyone who was in favor 
of continued foreign and U.S. investment ... They equate the effect of 
divestment with the power to withdraw their labor - the companies respond 
to that and the state responds as well." 

Bishop Tutu: "If I were, for instance, to stand up here now and 
say, 'I advocate divestment', when I get back home the minimum sentence 
is 5 years ... Those who invest in South Africa should not think they are 
doing us a favor ... The western government and industrialists are 
supporting and upholding apartheid. The BPC (Black People's Convention) 
said so. And we in the South African. Council of Churches put out a resolu
tion to the effect. We hope that we have reasonably intelligent friends 
overseas who will read and understand what we are trying to say." 

Steven Biko: "Heavy investments in the South African economy, bilateral 
trade , cultural exchanges ... All these activities n~late to whites and 
their interests and serve to entrench the position of the white minority 
regime." 

And from Albert Luthuli: "Economic boycott of South Africa will entail ' 
undoubted hardship for Africans. We do not doubt that. But if it is a 
method which shortens the day of bloodshed, the suffering to us will be 
a price we are willing to pay. In any case, we suffer already." 

Again from Tutu: "Some say that if they get out of South Africa, others 
will invest. Iwant to say very respectfully that the moral turpitude of 
that argument . is breathtaking. It's like saying 'Hey, your wife is going 
to be raped and if I don't, someone else is wa iting'." (It is worth noting 
here that a significant pullout of u.s. corporations, rather than being 
replaced by others, could just as well signal and spark a more general 
divestment process.) 

It has been argued that divestment would only promote more violence 
and not progress. (Allan Boesak deals well with the topic of violence in 
the attached interview) From Bishop Tutu : "Our last chance for peaceful 
change lies in the international community applying political, diplomatic 
and especially economic pressure". And from Stephen Zunes, writing in the 
Progressive magazine: 

The rr:1~ir. ir0ny of rhi~ pnlir.y i~ 111 .11 rhr. tcmpor:ny ~1;1. 
hility the American pre~nre prnvirlcs incro~es the likeli
hood of :1 fnll .<c;,J e r;, c i::~l w;,r. Pohri7;1tion nf hbrb ;mel 
whilr.s is widening ;, s the South 1\fric;,n governmr.nt. he. 
rome~ inr.rr.;, .<ingly rcpressi\'C ;1ncl intr:-~n<ir;cnt :1nd the nol'1-
,\·hitc m:1_iority grows more :1nd morr. milir;,nr. This trend 
is likely to continue ;,_s long'" the Sr)llth 1\fric;,n govern
ment is :l .«nrr.rl of US uonornir: .<rrpporr ;~nrl n\111· \·iolcnt 
lil>er::~tion movrmenr ., :1re denied 1\mr.ric:-~n :-~ssi .<t:lnce . 

Those who defend economic involvement attempt to portray a nation 
moving toward genuine reform and evolutionary progress, and that investments 
help this along by promoting enlightened labor practices and by he lping to 
secure economic prosperity. But history shows this argument to be hollow. 
Over t he past thirty years of expanding investments and economic growth, 
apartheid, though sometimes redecorated, has become even more rigid and 
institutionalized, more militaristic, more dependent on black labor 
exploitation. Whose economic prosperity have we helped ensure? 
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Implicit in this approach is the notion that importing "enlightened" 
labor practices can actually be relevant in the long term struggle for 
justice. The divestment movement challenges this assumption that change 
can occur through the benevolence of the powerful, rather than the empower
ment of the powerless. 

Our role should not be to move in and impose our reform program and 
agenda; both blacks and whites reject this arrogance. Ultimately, it is 
the South African people, not outsiders, who will acheive freedom and . 
construct a new nation. Our role might be to support those struggling 
for that freedom - they have made their agenda clear enough by now. But 
it must he, at least, to get out of their way by ending our assistance to 
those that are repressing that struggle. 

And that role of ours is very fmportant. The regime would like to 
crack down much stronger. It can't and hasn't not because of the presence 
of U.S. corporations and their humw1izing influence but because of 
international attention - the possibility economic consequences. It 
worries them a great deal and they go to great lengths and expense with 
much fanfare to put on a reforming face for the foreign audience. Meanwhile 
they must deal with an internal resistance which such cosmetics have failed 
to stern (quite the reverse~. 

The political room for organizing and bargaining power in the black 
population is the important aspect of South Africa's future, not the 
employment behaviour of U.S. corporations. 

The Nationalist government has often made statements disclaiming any 
vulnerability to economic pressure, branding divestment as pointless. 
A recent New Republic editorial stated, "But this impressed nobody. Mr. 
Botha and his electorate both know that open and active American hostility 
~vould be a catastrophe for his regime ... The U.S. cannot go on forever 
talking about its 'leverage' without finally using it." 

An important point is that race is an issue, if a hidden one, in the 
debate here in this country. Really, the question must be raised: what 
if the colors were reversed? If a privileged black minority ruled over 
a white majority, living in inhuman conditions, with no political rights, 
separation of families, police-state regulation, torture, and black 
soldiers shooting white youths in their backs, would U.S. corporate 
managers be talking about "gradual change", "these things take time", and 
"constructive engagement"? Would J.D. Rockefeller be photoed with Prime 
Minister Vorster? Perhaps. Maybe profits mean that much to them. 

To be realistic we must admit that, inthe dollars and cents world of 
international finance and the multinational corporation, social justice 
and moral arguments count for very little. The actions they have taken 
are clearly a response to pressure. · From this perspective, partial divestment 
(from non-sullivan signatories) is, quite simply , unacceptable. 
Rather than being a small, moderate, or "responsible" step, it, in fact, 
buys into one of the central methods that these corporations are using to 
deflect the divestment imperative. It is a neat side-step to put the 
issue and the responsibility behind. 

Divestment should not be done lightly. By divesting from these 
corporations, you would be making an important decision to back a particular 
idea: that they should no longer be in South Africa. But do not think that 
you have a choice between taking this action or simply going on as before. 
Failure to divest now that you have been presented with this issue is also 
a decision; it is as much an action as would be divesting. Nor is there, 
as I have illustrated, a cornfo~table middle ground. 
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The Oub-tian 
CENTURY 

Is Reconciliation Possible . 
in South Africa? 
An Interview with Allen Boesak 

DAVID A. HOEKEMA 

THE CHURCHES planted by Western missionaries 
around the world have taken finn root in their host 

cultures and have become increasingly critical of their 
parent denominations' failures to live up to the demands 
of the gospel. Nowhere, perhaps.,. has this been so evi
dent as in the churches of South Africa. And few have 
voiced the demands of the developing world· s people and 
churches as forcefully as has South African churchman 
Allen Boesak, a member of the Nederduitse Gerefor
meerde Sendingkerk, a Reformed communion whose 

. membership is drawn from the mixed-race population 
which the South African government labels "colored." 

Boesak's election as president of the World Alliance 
of Reformed Churches in 1982 and the expulsion of the 
two major white Reformed churches of South Africa from 
that body at the same meeting were signals of the grow
ing consensus in Reformed communions worldwide that 
the apartheid system of legally enforced racial segrega
tion can no longer be tolerated. Boesak's invitation to 
address a plenary session of the World Council of 
Churches in Vancouver in July 1983 was a further sign 
of the international Christian community ·s support for 
nonwhite South Africans whose rights and lives are 

• _threatened by government policies. Despite pressures im
posed by the government and by white missionaries , 
Boesak's own church in South Africa has condemned 
apartheid as a heresy . . 

Allen Boesak serves as chaplain at the ' ·colored" 
University of Western Cape . His book The FingerofGod 

·· was published by Orbis in 1982; and he has helped to 

Dr. Hoekema. currently assisrant professor of phi
losophyar St . Olaf College in Northfield. tY!innesora, IVi!l 
become execurive secretary of rhe American Philosophical 
Association on July 1. 

organize Broederkreis, a group of nonwhite Reformed 
pastors opposing apartheid. In this interv~ew, Boesak 
talks about his perceptions of the dangers and the causes 
of violence in South Africa, and the possibilities for 
reform. 

Hoekema: Let's begin with the frightening but in
evitable question : Is war likely in South Africa? And if 
war comes, what will be its causes? Are there ways to 
avert widespread violence? 

Boesak: The key to peaceful change in South Africa 
does not really lie in the hands of the black people . I~ . 
is the white people-who have the right to vote and who 
hold so much political and economic power-who can 
bring about the changes in that society which will avert 
the danger of war. And it is influential outside agencies 
ike the United States government and other external 

economic and pol itical forces that could apply enough . 
pressure to bring about peaceful change. Our dilemma 
is that none of these forces seems genuinely interested 
in applying the kinds of pressure that could bring about 
peaceful change in Africa . They are most inte rested in 
pursuing short-te rm goals, in ready profits and in im
mediate political gains . I will not say that it completely 
takes the possibility for change out of the hands of black 

. people , but it makes it very difticult for us . 
Consistently , for many , many years now , we have tried 

to bring about peaceful transformations in South Africa 
and to bring peaceful pressure to bear on the South 
African government. Through the African National Con
gress, established in 1912 , and even before that in the 
late 19th century. black people have made many efforts 
to help successive white South African governments see 
the dangers inherent in the kind of policy t_hey have been 
pursuing. 
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All of these efforts have been to no avail. Peaceful 
demonstrations have all ended in massacres .· The govern
ment has consistently replied with violence-which means 
that we have come, in a very real sense , to the end of 
our possibilities . In South Africa we are not facing a 
government that can be morally persuaded to bring about 
necessary changes. We cannot , through our nonviolent 
ways , bring enough pressure on that government to get 
it to respond to black people · s legitimate demands for 
the recognition of their human dignity . Therefore. many 
black South Africans have concluded that the only way 
to make white people see their determination to be free 
is to engage in violent conflict. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN government. with the sup
port of most white South Africans . long ago dec id

ed that there would be no change if they could help it , 
and that they would employ the considerable military · 
force at their disposal to prevent change. This is t e 

. dilemma in which we find ourselves . The longer that the 
government is allowed to continue on this road . and the 
longer Western governments, which are supposed to sup
port movements toward peaceful change and deniocracy , 
continue, instead, to support the violent and unjust South 
African regime, the closer we will come to the moment 
when the whole black community will realize the futili
ty of negotiation . Th"" may trigger a release of the 
violence that has been building up for so many years now .. 

Hoekema: So if violence comes , it is likely to come 
at the hands of the black majority . but from causes that 
have been created by the white government and its sup
porters around the world . 

Boesak: South Africa is not a peaceful place , to which 
violence may someday .come . Apartheid is intrinsically 
a violent system. Violence is built into its inequality , its 
disrespect for black human beings. The undermining of 
our human dignity , which is part and parcel of the South 
African legal system, is a kind of systemic violence: and 
there is also the physical , military violence which the 
South African government has to employ in order to 
maintain its power and to intimidate the people. All of 
these kinds of violence are already there. So what we 
are talking about is the possible decision of black peo
ple at long last to engage in counterviolence. 

Hoekema: Yet there are some South Africans-! think 
especially of C. F . Beyers N au de and his associates at 
the now outlawed Christian Institute-who maintain the 
hope that change can still come through reconciliation, 
through meeting violence with a more powerful form of 
reconstruction . 

Boesak: We all retain that hope . But I must tell you 
that Beyers Naude has just given a lecture at the Free 
University in Amsterdam. outlining the situation in South 
Africa . It was a decidedly pessimistic statement. He 
spelled out as clearly as anybody can that revolutionary 
violence-the final cataclysmic moment-has become 
unavoidable. He no longer believes that the government 
of South Africa is capable of responding in a human way . 
And I must say that that analysis is shared by most of 
us. So it is a question of hoping against hope . 

May 23, 1984 

One cannot talk about nonviolence if one is unable to 
do anything about it. In such a situation , nonv iolcnce 
becomes an oppressive ideology . It aids and abets the 
oppressor and paral yzes the people in their strugg.le for 
justice unless they can translate it into some kind of ac
tion . It is just such actions. however . which are prohibited 
in South Africa. And I do not know whether it is possible 
for me to say to people . " Let us engage in nomiole.nt 
direct action in South Africa , .. when I know that the 
government will come out in full force and will shoot 
to kill-and when I also know that such an incident wou 
stir the conscience of the v.orld fo r maybe a day or two. 
but that the money and profits to be made in South Africa 
would speak louder than the anguish. despair and suf
fering of our people . We can forget about the West turn
ing on the South African government and saying . "We 
will not allow you to do that.·· Hundreds of children. 
young people and older people were killed in Soweto in 
1976. The same thing happened in Cape Town in 1980 . 
The world has not blinked an eye. 

Hoekema: But the church. at least. is beginning to 
blink an eye . Could you have predicted even a few years 
ago the changes that have occurred. particularly in the 
Reformed communion-the denunciations of apartheid 

One cannot do with 
God's world ahd'with his people 

whatever one · wants without 
finally paying a price. 

as heresy, the distancing of the Reformed churches from 
their sister churches in South Africa? You have said that 
you believe these shifts have caused sorrie anguish arid 
uncertainty in the ruling Dutch Reformed churches. 
Might this be the seed of a more far-reaching change in 
Western actions and attitudes toward South Africa-the 
beginning, perhaps, of ·a worldwide demand that the 
world community should not accept the South African 
government as a member until it recognizes the human 
dignity and the basic rights of all South Africans? 

Boesak: I would really hope so . I believe that pressure 
works . There is one area where we have seen this in the 
South African situation-the only area where there is visi
ble change-the realm of sports . It is not nearly enough: 
it does not touch upon the basic funda mentals of South 
African society: it does not change the political or 
economic situation fundamentally . Still. matters are far 
different than they were ten years ago. ~ 

Now. how did that change come about? Not becau~e 
the sports administrators in South Africa all of a sudden 
went through so me heartrending transformation 
themselves . but because they were being put under 
pressure by the sports bodies of the world . South Africa 
cannot participate in the Olympics . It cannot play rugby 
or soccer or cricket internationally. And that not only 
hurts. but it makes clear that the counrry·s policies are 
so unacceptable to the world that unless there is change. 
South Africa will not become part of that wider world 
again . 
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